PERFECT YOUR PHOTOS
Amaze your friends and family with your impressive photography skills by using these easy tips and tricks.

- **Amp up the drama.** Take photos 30 minutes before or after sunset and sunrise to capture the sky when colors are magnified.
- **Pick a focal point.** By composing your shot on a bird, a single bloom, an activity, a companion, your dog, or the Atlanta skyline; your photos will be more interesting and tell a story.
- **Change your viewpoint.** Get high or go low, rather than simply shooting at eye level, to make your photos stand out from the crowd.
- **Experiment!** Adjust your perspective by placing your subject on one side of the frame, rather than placing your subject in the center.
- **Capitalize on color!** Create breathtaking images by capturing the Park’s spectacular springtime flowers and fall foliage. Daffodils, tulip trees, dogwoods, redbuds and magnolias explode each year with awe-inspiring blooms. In fall, ginkgos, bald cypress, and sugar maples display striking colors. In winter, snow transforms Piedmont Park into a magical winter wonderland.

TOP 10 PLACES TO PHOTOGRAPH IN THE PARK

- 1) Skyline Picture Point*
- 2) Clara Meer Gazebo and Bridge
- 3) The Meadow*
- 4) Lake Clara Meer*
- 5) Park Drive Bridge
- 6) Stone Staircase by Picnic Shelters & Bandstand*
- 7) Active Oval*
- 8) Noguchi Playscape
- 9) Clara Meer Dock
- 10) Oak Hill*

*Atlanta city skyline views.

WALKING TOURS
For more information about our walking tours, please visit our website or email us at tours@piedmontpark.org.

LOVED THE TOUR?
Support the Park at piedmontpark.org.
Looking for the perfect engagement shot, family photograph, iconic Instagram post, or simply the best view of the Atlanta skyline? With more than 200 acres, Piedmont Park offers countless places to capture those unforgettable moments in time that matter most. Come check out our top 10 must-photograph places in the Park. Tag us @piedmontpark when posting on social media.